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Taiwan
Decision
Reached
Communique Reveals Nixon's Policies
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By NORMAN KEMPSTER
SHANGHAI (UPI) ~ President
Nixon, embracing a mutual goal
, of normalized relations with
China, pledged Sunday to reduce
U.S. military forces on Taiwan. "as
the tension in the area
diminishes'' and ultimately to
withdraw entirely from the
Nationalist stronghold.
The President's major
concession on Taiwan, unmatched
<;>n paper at least with a reciprocal
gesture by the Peking leadership,
was contained in a joint,
18 0 O·word communique issued
the. evening before Nixon's
scheduled departure for
Washington aboard his "Spirit of
'76, jetliner.
Biggest Obstacle

exT:eect~o;,m~~;u~n~=~·s:ci

Sino-American tr&de and cultural,
scientific, sports and jourll;.al~tic
and for
a dlplomatlc contacts uthrough
~ various channels," including visits
to Peking by a "senior U.S.
rep~:esentative"
from time to time
for consultations.
There was no hint of any
settlement of the Indochina War
by either side.
But as fot Taiwan, the most
Fcrucial 0 bstacle to formal
~ diplomatic relations between
Peking and Washington, the
f;i President and Premier Chou
~ En-Lai evidently agreed after
I' nearly 18 hours of gru. elling talks
to disagree about the U.S.
commitment ot the Chiang
H
Kai·Shek regime,
tiS
However, besides Nixon's
P.~· declaration
of ''the ultimate
_ objective" of eliminating u.s.
forces and military bases on
Taiwan, the communiqua made
E'i
no mention of America's 1955
0

I

~ e':'changes~

Late one night a burglar creeps to the f rant d oar a f
a house. Whipping otit his lock-picking tool, he inserts
it into the lock. He hears the cylinder turn; he knows
the lock is open. But a burglar alarm goes off instead.
h t
')
W a went wrong.
This "pick-proof" lock is the invention of Craig
Sander, UNM freshman. Sander made the lock last
semester as a project for a civil engineering class.
He said he got the idea for the lock from a
b t b 1 1
dis~IushsiodntWih'th bhit.s faftthh~r ab ofu urgdard a ~demds.to use J·t
a
aug a
Is e ore an
eCI
.
for this project,'' Sander said. He said the model of the
lock took about three weeks to complete.
" Using the correct k ey th e 1ock opens norma11y. .If
tosomtheone trkies to pfifc~ it, the alarm, which is connected
e 1oc , goes 0 · •
He said he made his model from an ordinary lock 1
and changed it inside.
"In locks there is a cylinder that turns." This,~"'~
Sander explained, unlocks the lock. "I split the
cylinder in half. So when someone picks the lock, only
onecylinderisturned."
His grandfather is a locksmith and his father used to ""
work in a lock shop, he said.
;_
As yet Sander said he does not have a patent for the :~~.
lock, but said he hopes to get one.
"You can buy good locks that are pick-proof but
they cost from $50 to $100. My lock will eost less g:
,
""
than $1 more to produce than the average lock.'

Henry A. Kissinger 1 - the
presidential adviser who
hammered out the wording of the
communique until 5 a.m.
Saturday with Nixon and in
separate cousultations with
Deputy Foreign Minister Chiao
Kuan.·Rua, told newsmen at a
briefing that despite its omission
from the communique, the
President still stood by the 1955
mutual security treaty with the
Nationalists.
Kissinger explained under
intensive questi<;>ning that it was
llextraordinarily difficult" to refer
to the defense treaty in a
communique issued in mainland
China, with which th_e United
States has no diplomatic relations.
Nevertheless, UPI Diplomatic
Correspondent Stewart Hensley
repotted the damage to Chiang
Kai-Shek 's long- deteriorating

country and a growing nuclear
power in its own right.
In Taipei, government sources
said Nationalist official£; were
"surprised and shocked'' at·
Nixon's promise of an eventual
total U.S. military withdrawal
from Taiwan but Hrelieved" at
Kissinger's assurances that U.S.
defense commitments were still
fully valid.
There are about 9000 U.S.
military personnel, most of them
Air Force, stationed on Taiwan.
About half are assigned to the
giant Ching Chuang Kang air base.
The others include a 1000- man
Air Force radi{) communication
station, a 500-man Army signal
unit and a 700-man Air Force
maintenance base.
Retw;n Today
Leaving this great industrial
seaport, China's largest city with

position in Asian power politics
seemed beyond repair.
Taipei Shocked
Also, he said, the communique
carried an implicit warning, sure
to be read between its lines by
other small Asian nations, that
their interests might be sacrificed
in future U.S. efforts to gain a
broader agreement with China as
the world's most populous

10 million population, on Monday
mortling, the President and his
aoo~member traveling party were
flying directly over the North Pole
to a refueling stop at Elmendorf
Air Forcl.! Base near At1Chorage,

cont~numg
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People's Patrol for Yale Park
Proposed at 'Gripe-in' Session
A people 1s patrol was proposed

last weekend in an attempt by the
Yale Park people to keep the park
open.
Fiv-e young people who
frequent the park offered the
$Uggestion at a "gripe-in" session
held Saturday morning at which
City Commissioner Nancy Koch
presided.
. The young people explained
that a' patrol comprised of
Albuquerque citizens, preferably
young adults, would create a
friendlier atmosphern as opposed
to police patrolling the park. The
purpose of the patrol would be to
maintain order in Yale Park. The
formation of a clean-up
committee was also suggested by
the five.
Koch applauded the efforts of
the youths ittVQlVed, and
recommended the police
department be allowed to assist in
the ptannihg of the patrol. She
5<\id that the :voung people would
be informed when the legal
aspects of their idea were checked
out.
At the "gripe-injj the youths
announced that, a "Save the Park''
rally would be held that

afternoon, and that all interested
local businessmen and City
Commissioners would be
welcomed to attend.
Onl}l' two of the merchants of
the Yale Park area, 'Ernest
Butterfield of Butterfield Jeweler&
and Loren Keller, owner of the
Dairy Queen opposite the park,
were present to discuss the
alternatives to closing the park.
The businessmen told the
people at the rally that no
injunction to close the park had
been sought by local merchants.
They said that such a rumor bad
been perpetrated by someone
int~restP.d in causing an incident.
Both Butterfield and KeJler; who
had attended the ~<gripe·in,u
agreed that the people's patrol
was worth trying.
Yale Fark was closed for over
ont> month last ~;ummer following
a suit filed by businessmen in the
area -who termed the park a
"public nuisance. u The merchants
listed panhandling, littering and
narcotics traffic in their suit. They
also charged that persons wh() had
participated in riots and damaged
personal property inhabited the
park. The park was reopened in
late Septembt:lr.

~i~!~'s 3;~~~!~~n t~h/::~t !~

an outside attack.
Treaty
Further, the document
contnincd the first endorSi'ment
by any U.S. president of the five
principles of "peaceful
coexistence"' laid down by the
1955 Bandung Conference or
Asian and nonaligned African
nati<:>ns, including its reference to
"respect for the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of all states"

f:ug v_J~~~~ctfn~lt.i~~~e~e:sT!hv!~

Alaska.

His arrival time at Andrews Ail:
Force Base~ Md •• outside
Washington: was tentatively set
(please tum

to page 8)

Davis Trial Location Questioned
SAN JOSE, Calif. (UPI)-You
can "Know the Way to San Jose,;
and still not think it is the perfect
place for holding the
murder-kidnap • conspiracy trial
of black militant Angela Davis.
As a matter of fact, it is hard to
find anyone connected with the
trial who wants it held in San
Jose, the county seat of Santa
Clara County.
The defense has fought for
artother change of venu~ after the
trial was transferred here from
Marin County. Defense lawyer~;
claim~ and presented statistics to
back their claim that their client
cannot get a fair ttiat in this
county.
Judge Richard E. Arrtason of
Contra Costa County Superior
Court ordered the trial moved
from San llafael to San Jose. but
he cannot be too happy with the
new location from a personal
standpoint-his home is ill
Martinez, about 55 miles away.
Commuted
Likewise the prosecutor, Asst.
Atty. Gen. Albert W. Harris Jr.;
Jives in San Rafael arid will either
have t<:> commute some 120 miles
a day or stay ih San Jose while the
trial is in session,

Most of the representatives of rooftop lighting arrangement, and
the press. radio and television are a portable facility for spectator
faced with the similar problems searching.
and would preter the trial held
State Funds
elsewhere.
Most of the expenditures will
Security Coats
probably be reimbursed by the
As for the residents of Santa State of California since the
Clara County, they oppose the legislature passed a bill requiring
trial, some of them veht!mently, that the state piek up the tab
because of the cost of security, from counties involved with
Figures as high as $750,000 have · Davis' trial.
been mentioned for the increased
HoweYer, it is n()t yet known
security ordered by Superior whether or not this wHI include
Judge MarshaU Hall.
about $96,000 for new quarters
This would include the addition for the county Adult Probation
or 39 law enforcement officcra, Department, whieh was moved
30 deputies and nine more out of the building to make room
matrons.
for the trial.
Officials from the Santa Clara
County Sheriff's Department,
who are charged with the security
See related stories on
assignment, attended the final few
pages 4 and S.
pre·trial sessions ill Marin County.
So the security at the
forthcoming trial ih Santa Clara
It also includes remodeling jail County will probably resemble
facilities in $an Jose to provide that ot Marin's, where all persons
Davis with a workroom, a going irtto the courtroom were
dosed-circuit television system for forced to submit to a thorough
newsmen who are unable to get search and to walk through a
into the small 31·by•41·foot metal dett>ctor.
courtroom where the trial wHl be
ln addition, everyone entering
held, metal detet!tors, a
(Please turn to page 5)
courtroom alarm system, a
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editorial

Park Patrol Sounds Goal
Central Avenue merchants and ''park
people" have gotten together on the park
problem and decided to attempt a people's
patrol.
The willingness of both sides in the issue
to seek a solution independent of imposed
action by the courts or the city government
is a predictor of success for the venture.
More importantly, it represents the kind
of direction that community action on
community problems can take.
Merchants and park patrons in this case
will be deciding how to solve the problem,

and the priorities in park maintenance, Then
they will be seeking aid for the city to solve
those problems.
This is the way city government should be
run, as a body that offers its services when
sought by local residents who have decided
what the problem is.
It is easier to let somebody e.lse decide
what to do, Fortunately, the factions in the
Yale Park-controvet;sy have sought the more
difficult, but more effective way of finding a
long-term solution.

'AIR FORCE ONE HAS LANDED , •• THE DOOR OPENS ••• HE COMES BOUNDING AND
BEAMING POWN THE RAMP ••• I STEP FORWARD TO GREET HIM-ZONG!'

letters, ' .
Jewish Protest

In reading your article about
the demonstration hy New
Mexican Jews on behalf of Soviet
Jewry, I was shocked by the
commenLs you quot!ld from
concert goers.
I would like to know if a
concert is more important to
them than iife imprisonment,
torture, or ev')n death to many
Soviet Jew~ (and Catholics, too
believe it or not) who dare to
practir:ll their religion or try to
emigrate; or aren't I to balieve
that Jews arc people, at least not
on thl\ level of those good
Christians, many of whom I am
sure wholly support the Vietnam
War but do not believe we {the
United States) should support the
ls~aelis, too.
They are probably hoping that
we will all get slaughtered there
and hopefully just die orr without
disturbing them. Remember,
though, that these are your good
Christians. But, wait a minute.
Weren't most of your first
Christians converted Jews, and
wasn't Jesus and all his apostles
Jewish too and wasn 1t the last
supp~>r actJauy a Jewish seder ( a
religious dinner . commemorating
Passover)? And if the Jewish ways
and custom!'. were fi'!Od enough
for your god (Christ) then why
are they not good enough for
you? So, remember, the next time
you speak of the Jews you also
speak of your God.
Howard Hamel

Hunter Hit

In the past I ltave found Tim
Hunter's rightwing articles
amusing to say the least. But, his
article i11 the Feb. 4, 1972 issue of
the Daily Lobo goes beyond being
humerous to me. I would like to
know where Hunter got the idea
that Chinn has a war economy
when every report that 1 have rNtd
points in the direction of a
economy that is trying to feed the
massive population of Chinn.
This preoccupation with
building up the internal structure
or Chinn doesn't leave much room
for "China's expansion" to be
Page 2

"fueled by the United States." lt
is tragic that the first real step
towards world peace in the "Cold
War" era has to be put down by a
uninformed idiot who sounds like
a holdover from the McCarthyites
of the 50;;.
I don't understand why a writer
who seems to be so contrary to
the general feeling or the students
who support the (Daily) Lobo
should be given a regular column
on our newspaper. I hope that
other students can find the time

to also express their views on the
(Daily) Lobo which I fael is a
nonreprascntative newspaper and
should either become more
representative or find some other
funding besides student money.
Craig A. Doherty
(Editor's Note: The Daily Lobo
has always sought to present a
diversity of opinion on its
editorial page. Because a
cOlumnist may not represent a
majority opinion is no reason for
his suppression.)

bema~~_ __
Park Coalition's Stand
By GABRIELE BALES, chainnan
Save Yale Pntk Coalition
The issues and facts
surrounding the Yale Park
controversy are being deliberately
fogged by the various media.
Tl1ere are so many .rumors flying
that it seems to be tirtte to clear
the air.
The People's Unity group and
Save Yale Park Coalition called a
rail:; and press conference
Thursday, Feb. 24 to discuss ways
of opposing some Albuquerque
mercha11ts' efforts to close down
Yale Park.
The rally was attended by
150·200 people. As a result of the
rally, petitions protesting the
park's closure and a boycott of
those establishments seeking to
close the pa~k are the actions that
have been initiated.
In addition to keeping the park
open, the Save Yale Park
Coalition is presenting the
fo II owing list of demands
concerning Yale Park:
1. We feel that Yale Park
should be open for 24 hours.
2. We fael that the City of
Albuquerque could and must do a
bettet job of keeping the park
clean. 'rhe <lily must rMlistically
consider the number of people
using the park facilities and

contribute adequate maintenance.
We also demand toilets for
public's use.
3. We disagree with the law
stating that "standing otl a park
bench is illegal and punishable by
a $100 fine''. and want it
abolished immediately.
4. We do not feel that the city
poli~e should make a policy of
entering the park at all times and
harassing the paLrons of the park.
Yale park has not been the s~ene
of any violence or similar actions
requiring police irttervention since
it was opened.
There will be a meeting
Saturday, Feb. 26 at 2:30p.m. in
Yala Park to discuss further action
on this issue. We would like all
people that are interested in this
issue to come and rap about it, If
we startd together, we can keep
our park open and free for
anyone, anytime.
(Editor's Note! The Daily Lobo
disagrees with the attendance
figure cited above. Our reporters
counted some 20 persons actively
participating in the Thursday
rally.
An updated report on action
taken on the park controvetsy
appears on page 1 of today's Daily
Lobo.)

The Source
By Carolyn Babb
Q, Thi~ is not a crank letter and the question I would like
answered is asked in all seriousness, and I am quite concerned
about it: Is it at all possible to 11catch" crabs (with reference
to sexual contact) in one's moustache? Again, no joke- I
really want to know. Thanks. A.S.
A. Christian Von Huene, M.D., said it is most unlikely, but
anything is possible. "It's been reported," he said, "but
mainly lice (there are three kinds: head, body and pubic lice)
tend to stay in their own general area. Head lice tend to stay
on the head although they ·n:tay be found in the eyebrows,
mustache, etc."
Lice may .,get caught in the mustache, but it is most
unlikely that you would catch it as a disease - they will
move off, he said. But we will probably see more of this as
people grow more beards and mustaches, Von Huene said.
Q. How much land does the University own in
Albuquerque, and how much is it all worth? Can't some of
these monies be used for improvements on campus instead of
hiking up tuition and student fees? B.G.M,
A. John P~rovich, vice president of business and finance
for UNM, said UNM owns about 20,000 acres of land in
Albuquerque and around the state. In round figures the
University pwns: 650 acres on the north, central and south
campus; 1800 acres out by the airport; 120 acres at Eubank
and the freeway; 20 acres in Bernalillo County; the Jim
Young apple ranch in Sandoval and Santa Fe County, 9550
acres; 1150 acres in Rio Arriba County (the Farr Ranch); 160
acres in Taos County (the D.H. Lawrence Ranch); 6500 acres
in various other counties (5600 acres of which is land
received from the federal government in exchange for Chaco
Canyon around 1948); 320 acres in Santa Fe County; 120
acres at Winrock Shopping Center.
'~Most of the land either we are using, are going to need, or
it is restricted and we don't have a lot of discretion. The
ranches were given to the University for specific purposes and
so are considered restrictive gifts," said Perovich. "We're in
the process of acquiring land that is contiguous with the
campus."
As for the value of the land, Perovich said that would be
difficult to estimate, but that the airportiand (south of the
golf course on Girard) is worth about $5 million and the
Eubank land about $2 million. "We could sell that and use
the money, but then where would we be when we need
money next time," he said. "Our policy has been -when we
sell land we use the proceeds for non-repetitive purposes- to
buy land, build, etc. We would be vulnerable if we used the
money for on-going expenses."
Perovich said if the University sold a half a million dollars
worth of land they could reduce the tuition by $10 for one
year. ~ewe would run out of land before we could make much
of an impact on tuition and fees, he said.
A little over a half of UNM's land holdings have been given
and the rest has been acquired. The south campus acreage is
the most recent acquisition (1958-59). "We've had three
major land sales," said Perovich. "In 1950 we sold 150 acres
east of Winrock and in 1954-55 we sold 160 acres east of
Wyoming. The proceeds from these sales were used to build
(the electrical engineering facilities, for example). Some 80
acres north of the freeway at Eubank were sold and the
money used to build athletic facilities on the south campus ..,
If we disposed of the land that the University probably
won't need or won't use for academic purposes, we could
generate a lot of money now, but we'd have to spread that
out (the operating budget) over a long period of time, or
we'd be very vulnerable, Perovich said.
Q. Can you give me some information on the new
international language, such as where I can learn it, its
history, etc. B.C.
A. I haven't heard of a "new" international language and
neither has Harry Gradman, linguistics program advisor,
unless you ara talking about Chinese.

JCS's 2n·crcomrng-f\l:ofOS Good as His 1sf
9000 Witness Watered-Down Rock Opera at Arena
Nothing- abliolutely
nothing- in Friday night's
production of "Jesus Christ,
Super&tar'.' at University Arena
was· a~ good as in the first
production we saw here Sept. 18.
· Not one loading vr suppF:i·ting
character could act or sing as . ll,
the rock hand wasn't as good or
was the much smaller orchestra
and neither came very close to
dupllcating the album score,
virtually everyone involved gave
the impression this was the
10,000th time they'd done it all,
and to top it all off the show was
45 minutes late in starting.

'

The second coming was a big the story out didn't do it very
in terms of numbers; the well. I stated my philosophical
9i>OO figure was only slightly less objections to the "JCS"
than the first show drew last fall. phenomenoJJ in my review last
And everyone I talked to who September, but admitted it was a
hand't seen the first one said they superb~ moving performance; this
enjoyed it. Buh everyone I talked show bored me stiff.
to who had ~he first production to
There were some fairly good
compare it with wera down on
moments in Friday's "JCS"this one.
·
notably Reggie Mac's clowning in
For some reason, this cast did the Herod number, but even it
little more than sing their paled in comparison to the
respective songs; no one but a tall previous show. It's sad when you,
blond girl in the chorU!; put any think lard is good because you've
kind of emotion into it. Those never tasted butter.
Charles Andrews
who did try to act their parts and

succes~

Photos by

Chu~k
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End in Sight for Music to Vomit By
PEG Plans: Student Marshalls, Large and Small Concerts
The problem of garbage at because of legal problems. A Mar.
popular music concerts and its 25 concert starring Don McLean
relation to the continued was approved, as was a Mar. 12
scheduling of concerts was a main John Fahey concert which would
topic of discussion at Saturday's be held in the Union Ballroom.
Popular Entertainment Admission to the Fahey concert
Committee (PEC) meeting,
will probably be 50 cel}ts, ~id
"There are people in the PEC member John McNerney, and
athletic department and in the KUNM plans to broadcast the
administration who are looking concert live.
B&D, T. Rex Out
for an excuse to ban concerts,"
said Tom Hogg, assistant to the
The shows voted down were a
Dean of Student Activities. "The m i d - M a r c h d a t e f o r
mess they saw after the Sly Tyrannosaurus Rex and a
concert upse~ them, and they'll be mid-Aprq Bonnie & Delaney
looking closely at Johnson Gym concert. A conflict with the
after the Mark-Almond concert." · Mark·Almond and Don McLean
A subcommittee appointed by dates was given as cause for
PEC Chairman Ross Perkal to turning down T. Rex, while
make suggestions for cutting discussion art Bonnie & Delaney
down on the mess made its report centered on their having already
Saturday. Suggestions included been here twice and not having
the hiring of 36 "student drawn that large a crowd the last
marshalls" who would take time a few months ago.
PEC also voted for Perkal to
tickets, attempt to spot liquor
being brought in and ask violators negotiate with Mason Proffit and
to check it at the door, and patrol
the store
the concert to find any liquor L!laL
managed to slip in and ask that it
for Diamonds
be checked also.
. _ ... Student-'!:od3tw!eP..t
"One of the biggest problems
with elean•up is vomit and spilled
booze," said subcommittee and
.
PEC member Frank: Margarella.
when you
"Ir we can cut down greatly on
the liquor being brought in, there
love life
should be less of a mess at the
end."
Tha subcommittee emphasized
each other.
the student- to· student
approach in all areas, with "-·
security guards and policemen
taking no active part unless
trouble breaks out, Also suggested
was the elimination of concessions
and the trash their containers
create.
PEC also announced
cancellation of one concert
previously approved, gave
approval to four others, and voted
down two more,
PEC member Tim Padilla
your personal service jewele1
announced the Joe Cocker
open tonile 'till? pm
concert planned here would not
take place becausa Cocker's entire
Student Terms
U.S. tour has been cancelled 2312 Central

John Stewart t'or possible small •
scale concerts. Mason Proffit's
wop.ld be held in the Union
Ballroom, with around a $3 ticket
price, while Stewart will be asked
to play at the UNM Coffeehouse
for three or four nights, three
~huws a uigitt, with e1 :i; 1
admission charge .instead of the
usual 50 cents.
Perkal also announced that J.J.
Ca le will be playing with
Mark-Almond Mar. 10, and that
tickets should be on sale Monday,
$4 for general public and $3 for
UNM students.
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Over 30
Different
Sandwiches
Mon·Sat
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Lobo Letters, Bema Policies
The Lobo tells students what's happening on and around
campus, but also what people think about what is happening.
So, fot your information the following ate The Lobo's letters
to the editor and Bema policies:
Letters to the Editm· ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is :from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member.
NEW MEXICO LO:BO

Class for Beginners
forming NOW
Limited openings for
Intermediate and Advanced

Students
For Information: 265-3262
265·8150

Krasnoff School of Fine Arts
6101-05 Anderson & San Pedro S.E.
(several minutes from C:-.1.\1)

:J
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San Rafael Shootings

Tria/Begins Today /or Angela Davis
By DONALD B. THACKREY
SAN JOSE, Calif. (UPI)After months of d,elay, black
militant Angela Davis goes on trial
tQday charged with plotting and
providing the guns for a blood,y
courthouse escape attempt that
left four men dead.
Her murder, kidnaping an.d
conspiracy trial is expected to bog
down immediately in lengthy
efforts to find 12 jurors unbiased
enough to decide the wellpublil:ized case. Predictions on the
length of the trial have ranged
from four to nine months.
Four Deaths
Davis, 28, an avowed
Communist and former UCLA
philosophy instructor, spent her
final pretrial weekend in a reunion
with her family at an undisclosed
location in the San Francisco Bay
area.
She was fre!ld on $102,500 bail
Wednesday after spending 16
months in jails in New York, San
Rafael and nearby Palo Alto.
The outspoken black
revolutionary was charged a few
days after an Aug. 7, 1970, gun
batHe at Marin County
Courthouse in San Rafael in
which Judge Harold Haley and
three other men were killed.
Davis and her supporters
contend the charges are a
"political frameup" based on
flimsy circumstantial evidence
linking a series of "innocuous
acts."

THE

The state accused, her of
plotting with Jonathan Jackson,
17, her constant companion in the
months prior to the abortive
escape attempt, to free his
brother, George Jackson, from
San Quentin by taking Haley, a
prosecutor and three juror£~ as
hostages.
Young Jackson walked into
Haley's courtroom, pulled a rifle
from bene<~,th his coat and freed
three San Quentin inmate~ being
held for trial. The armed convicts
and Jackson marched five
hostages to a van in a parking lot
outside, demanding en route .that
black revolutionary George
Jackson and two other "Soledad
Brothers'' be freed from prison,
Haley, Jonathan Jackson, and
escapees James McClain and
William Christmas were killed
after authorities opened fire on
the van.
Six Deaths
The four guns taken into the
courtroom by Jonathan Jackson
were allegedly purchased by Davis
during the preceding two years.
Davis flew from San Francisco
to Los Angeles a few hours after
the gun battle and then
disappeared, She was arrested two
months later by FBI agents in a
New York motel.
The lengthiest pre·trial
proceedings in California history
ensued.
Five judges were removed from
the case or disqualified themselves

THEOSOPHICAl SOCIETY
invites you to a

FREE PUBLIC lECTURE

"PSYCHJSM
AND
NATIONAL

2020 Menaul Blvd., N.E., Albuquerque

LECTURER

8:00P.M.

lOc BEER

Chief Legal Figures at Trial
'Old Pros' in Criminal Cases

Jurors Hard to Find

Police Join Feminist Fracas

Two members of the campus
police force barred Michael
Driscoll entry to Education 205,
as he attempted to attend class on
Fdday afternoon.
Driscoll, a student in Jane
Burcart's course on sexism, claims
to have been denied his right to
attend the course because of
First Aid
"personal .problems" between
The advanced first aid course hlmselt: and Burcart.
will be conducted at thEl Red
Last Wednesday, Robin
Cross Chapter building, 5006 Morgan, feminist advocate, gave a
Copper N.E. Class will be held guest lecture in Burcart's class. As
2-4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and reported in the Daily Lobo on
Thursdays starting Mat·ch 7, 197 2. Fl'iday, Driscoll· claims to have
Pre-registration is required, been pushlld 1111d beaten by
Interested persons should call thEl members of the class when he
Red Cross at 265·8514.
tried to make .a comment
regarding the talk by Morgan.
"I want you to .feel how a
FUN
FUN
woman feels all her life being
shut-up by men, Yol,l can keep
your :mouth shut for a 50 minute
class period," Bur cart told
· D:dscoll, according to Driscoll's
statement.
Every Tu~. $.6 PM
"The fact that a feminist won't
talk with yoDu is a political act,"
this reporter was told by Cecilia
Pizza Slices 15¢
Williams, a student in Burcart's
Dancing Every Nite
class. Other members of the class
refused to comment on what
Central at University
occurred in the class.
FUN
Burcart would not speak to
FUN
Daily Lobo reporters although shl"

OKIE'S

MYSTICISM"
By JEAN TAPPENDORF
Holiday Inn-Midtown
Tuesday, February 29

before Superior Court Judge
Richard E. Arnason was assigned
to it. Proceeding& were repeatedly
delayed and disrupted by Davis'·
co-d.efendant, RucheU Magee,
until their cases were separated.
Davis' attomeys won a change
of venue from Marin County,
where the shootout occurred, to
this city 60 miles away on the
southetn end of San Francisco
Bay, The transfer was ordered
after George Jackson was killed
la.st Aug, 2l. in an alleged escape
attempt from San Quentin in
•Which five other persons also died,
Unfavorable
But the lawyers fo:r the black
militant fought to have the trial
moved again, to .either Oakland o:r
San Francisco, on grounds tlteit'
surveys showed 70 per cent of
Santa Clara County's residents
held unfavorable vi~ws of Davis.
Arnason rejected their change of
venue arguments and ordered the
trial to begin.
·
Davis spent 16 months in jail
until Arnason ordered her freed
last week following a California
Supreme Court decision outlawing
the death pen11lty. The Judge had
previously rejected effcrts to free
her on bond because of a state law
forbidding bail in "capital
cases"- those in which the
suspect faces the death penalty.

~

was approached four times.
"There is a member of the press
here and l advise you to make no
statements," Burcart told the class
when a Daily Lobo staff writer
entered.
Richard Tomasson, chairman of
the sociology department,
reportedly called tl:e Driscoll
residence at 11; 30 Thursday night
to tell him not to come back to
the class. Tomasson also refused
to comment,
"I have talked the case over
with Jane· and we have decided to
make no comment to the press,"·
Tomasson said.
Jack Cail:ns, head of car.-&pus
security, admitted that two
officers were sent to keep Driscoll
from entering Burcart's class on
Friday, at the request of Burcart.
When asked if it was normal for
a teacher to request the assistance
of the police force to refuse a
registered student entry into the
classroom, Cairns replied, "I really
don't know.
"I'm going to file assault
charges against the people that
beat me," said Driscoll, "I also am
planning to turn to the dean of
students to discuss Burcart's
actions."
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Tho AUDIO SHOWCASE ()F NEW MEXICO!

~NE STOP FOA AlL YOUR ST£REQ NEEDS

COMPI.ETE SERVICE DEri'T.
MONCiAY~SA.TUADA.Y 9.00 AM. TO 7.00 P.M.

2 l-OCATIONS

SAN JOSE, Calif. (UPl)-Dn shooting, Davis and Jonathan
the frozen steppes of Soviet were seen at the Marin civic center
Mongolia the workers are rallying in a yellow van resembling the one
to "Free Angela Davis" and the used, in the getaway attempt.
people o£ Ulau Bator resemble a
-About an hour after the
great .many oth!lrs in that they bloody incident, Davis bought a
have decided her case without ticket at San F:ranqisco
facts.
Airport to Los
A jury will have the task of International
Angeles,
And
then
went into
listening to the evidence· at the
hiding,
weadng
a
disguise
trial of the 28-year-old forinE!r going under a false name, until and
she
UCLA assistant professor which was arrested i,n New York on Oct.
starts Monday and the estimates 13,1970.
.
are it may takE! six months to hear
After
ticking
away thQse
it all.
elements
of
the
indictment,
But in the passions aroused by Amsterdam told the court:
"This
the San Rafael shooting of Aug, 7, is
the weakest, flimsiest case-let
1970, and Us aftermath, a startling alone a capital ease-l have ever
number of people have formed seen."
opinions about her guilt or
Counter Attack
innocence based on only the
Then he proceeded to analyze
haziest knowledge of the charges the evidence,
against her.
-One of the four weapons was
The Case
bought more than two years
What is the state's case against before the shooting and the other
Angela Davis? What is the defense more than a year before. The
answer to those allegations?
other two were purchased that
A capsulized summary of week but in both cases Davis
prosecution and defense stands signed for them and was
was offer(ld in January at a recognized at one gun shop by an
hearing in federal court in which admirer who asked for and got her
Davis unsuccessfully sought autograph. There could be many
release on bail.
·
answers as to how the gum; came
Defense Lawyer Anthony into Jackson's hands.
Amsterdam himself listed the
-There was nothing unusual in
principal pillars of the accusations Angela having ,spent so much time
which allege:
with Jonathan, She had involved
-Davis purchased, four weapons herself in the "Soledad Brothers"
which l7•year-old Jonathan affair and made public speeches
Jackson took into a San Rafael on their behalf.
courtroom, sparking the shooting
-Nor was there anything
in which four persons died.
strange in her having gone to San
-Davis spent weeks in daily Quentin. She had corresponded
companionship with young with George J11ckson, become
Jackson in the period just before closely interested in hi:m
the tragedy.
personally and had tried
-She went twice with him to unsuccessfully
to see him in
San Quentin in the week before ptison, making her identity
Aug. 7, 1970, while he visited his known to authorities.
brother, George Jackson, one of
-Her alleged presence in San
the "Soledad Brothers" whom Rafael the day before the
Jonathan allegedly hoped to free shooting was not a criminal act.
by taking Judge Harold J. Haley,
-People depart from airports
Assistant District Attorney Gary constantly aqd in a hurry.
Thomas and three women jurors Amsterdam did not go into that
hostage.
asp~ct further but Angela's
-On the day before the supporters have said she went into

Davis Trial Location Questioned ..
(continued from page 1)
the courtroom will probably be
photographed and will be assigned
to a specific seat. Spectators will
be warned that any outburst or
demonstration will result in their
being ejected from the courtroom
permanently.
Representatives of the press,
radio and television are required
to get special identification cards
that include a photograph and a
full set of fingerprints-. To date
more than 50 news organizations
have asked for credentials for
several hundred newsmen and
women.
The trial will be held in
Courtroom No. 1 in the two·story
brown brick criminal legal
building, a modem structure
utilizing much glass and featuring
wide corridors that are well
lighted from outside and give an
almost outdoorsy atmosphere.
The courtroom itself is also
modern with light mahogany
paneling and one side of brick.
The judge sits in front of the flag

of the United States and the
California bear flag and a large
gold•colored seal of the State of
California.
Up until recently the building
itself has housed the superior
courts, the district attorney's
department and adult probation.
The lattet is :moved elsewhere for
the duration of the
trialo.....estimated at six to nine
months.

............
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hiding because she feared for her
li£e.at the hands of law
enforcement officers,
Amsterdam concluded by
noting that Davis was not accused
at any time or any place of having
committed any criminal action by
h.erSlllf.
Sm:prise?
Some l11wyers .entirely detached
from the matter hav.e. privately
wondered if the. prosecution does
have a strong case 11nd whether
there may be some "surprise"
elements yet to be produced at
the trial.
The prosecution must pr.ove
that Davis was a party to a
conspiracy with young Jackson in
which she deliberately helped plot
the courtroom intrusion.
The prosecution will not
comment on its evidence but it
has made it apparent the state
feels the cumulative weight of
events, their interlocking and
timing will impress a jury.
Albert W. Harris Jr., a special
assistant from the State At.torney
General's office who will head the
prosecution, has disclosed he
intends to call about 100
witnesses.
Davis, who gave ·a number of
interviews before an order was
issued by the court forbidding any
more, has contended over and
again that she is beinl{ prosecuted
because she is a communist and a
black woman who wouldn't keep
quiet.
She ha.<> been given permission
to a(!'t as her own attorney, along
with four or five co·counsel,
enabling her to cross examine
witnesses and making opening and
closing statements to the jur,y.
The defense has not Sllid
whether she will go on the witness
stand but it is generally
considered she will, depending on
how the trial unfolds.

SAN JOSE, Calif. (UPI)-Thc
chief legal figures at the trial of
black militant Angel& Davis 11re all
"0ld Pros."
·
The judge, the prosecutor and
the c::hief defense counsel are all
expedenced in criminal trials, all
know their way around the
courtroom ·and are considet:ed,
outstanding at their respective
tasks.
The judge is Richard E.
Arnason, 50, a native of North
D.akota. He has been on the bench
of Californil\ 's superior court for
:more than eight years during
which he has handled some of
Contra Costa county's more
sensational criminal"trials.
Asst. Attorney General Albert
W. Harris Jr., 41, is the
prosecutor. He has been with that
office since 1956 and has handled
numerous Cl\ses before the
Supreme Court of the United
States as well as lower courts.
Hi& prosecution of then Deputy
District Attorney Jack Kit'schke in
Los Angeles county for the
murder of his wife and her
paramour resulted in two first
degree ;murder convictions and
was the subject Qf a book by a
. major publisher,
Defense Counsel
Howard Moore Jr., 39, chief
defense counsel, is one of the best
known civil rights lawyers in the
United, States. He has represented
such defendants as the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr,, the Rev.

I
INDIA PRINTS & MADRAS
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BAMBOO CURTAINS -Great for
Doorways, 20x75 & B6x75 Reg. 7.98·8.98
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Ralph Abernathy, Stokeley
Carmichael, and H. Rap Brown.
Chief Defense Counsel Moor() is
from Atlanta, but has moved to
Berkeley, Calif., for the duration
of the Angela Davis tl'il!l. But .he,
hill wife and three children will
return to Atlanta afterwards.
Davis, of course, is also acting
as her own co-counsel and she has
had a number of other attorneys'
for various times during the
pre·ttial hearings. But for the trial
ihelf she and Moore will be
assisted by Margaret Burnham,
Doris Brin. Walker and Leo
Branton.
Burnham is a native of
Birmingham, Ala., and has known
Davi~ "since ages zero." They
grew up in the same
neighborhood, an area called
Dynamite Hill, allegediy because
of Ku Klux Klan bombings there,
Ms. Walker, 52, is proudest of
her defense in the fellowship
humanity case, during which she
established that for tax purposes
humanism is a religion.
Branton, 49, who graduated
from Northwestern University
Law School, is the II' test attorney
to join the defense team.
A veteran civil rights attorney
from Los Angeles, Branton was
trial counsel for defendants
charged with violation of the
Smith Act in southbtn California
in 1952. They were released by
the U.S. Supreme Court.
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Mafmen Tie BYU for

WfeSt7rn·g-c,.;;w-n--

rStovall Stops Lobos l Baseballers Take Two Victories
Fitzgerald, Adair Spark Wins.

oe Yore, Davis, Romero, Snare Titles
Coach Ron Jacobsen climaxed
a six. • year campaign Saturday by
winning the WAC Wrest!ing
Crown, or at least half of it, with
Brigham Young University, 591;2591/2,
The Lobos $ent five men to the
finals Saturday and three emerged
as WAC Champs in their
respective divisions.
Dave Romero, Roy Devore and
Bruce Davis will e11ch bring home
gold medals for their
performances in the 126, 134 and
180 pound classes.
The Winners
Romero, an Albuquerque
native who attended West Mesa
High School and wrestled under
coach Abel McBride decisioned
Brad Warrick of Wyoming, 8·4 to
take his division, The victOJ:y
capped Romero's career which
h;~d been up and down following a
semester of inactivity beca1,1se he
lacked enough hours to qualify
him as a sophomore.
Devore, a steady performer for

Diamonds . • • when
there's no doubt.

the Lobos all year, from Fontana,
Calif., decisioned Eddy Wells of
Arizona St11te 12-8.
Bruce Davis won the third title
for the Lobos in the 180 lb.
division when he stopped Joe
Savage of Utah in an overtime
victory. Davis sat out last year
with an injury, but the
Albuque:rque wreatler placed
second in the conference the year
before and was considered the
Lobos' top prospect for a WAC
crown 11t the beginning of the
season.
First Day's E)nd
UNM's other two grapplers in
the finals, Don Jackson ;md
Milton Seals, settled for second
place ribbons in the 150 lb. and
heavyweight classes respectively.
The Lobos at the end of the
first day's competition were
holding BYU off 50% to 49'h, and
looked to bll in good shapll with
five Lobos in the finals.
Two UNM grapplers wrestled in
the consolation bracket and
grabbed some points for the
Wolfpack in their respective
weight classes .. Glen Woelk took
fourth in the 118 pound division,
Woelk was pinned in 3:55 by Dan
Rodriguez of Arizona after he
held a 6-1 lead until the time of
his fall ..
Dave Goodier UNM's 177
pounder settled for a third place
victory in the consolation round
with a 6-3 decision over Ken
Sullins of Colorado State.
The Also Rans
The meet ended with Utah in
third place with 50%, followed by
Arizona with 48 1h, Colorado State
32, Arizona State with 29 and
Wyoming with 26%,
UTEP is the only team in the

Jumping-jack :Paul Stovall and
the rest of the Sun Devil Express
ran roughshod over New Mexico
in the latter stages of the second
half Saturday night to give
Arizona State a 82-69 victory over
the Lobos.
Stovall, who must be the most
talented performer in ~he WAC,
poured in 35 points and grabbed
16 rebound& to personally knock
New Mexico out of any post season tournament consideration,
The 6-4 forward's performance
also kept ASU in second place
with an 8-5 conference record.
Arizona provides the Sun Devils
·with their final home competition
nex;t Saturday,
UTEP remained in the running
with ASU for an NIT bid by
raising its record to 7-5 but face
home games against frontl'unning BYU and Utah this week.

'

Champions

WAC without a wrestling squad.
Jacobsen put together his best
team ever at UNM this year. The
squad compiled an outstanding
12-2-2 record in dual meets, won
the Lobo Invitational Tournament
and placed second in the Sun
Devil Inv.itation in Tempe, A.riz.
two weeks ago before moving to
Tucson for the WAC finals.

Bitter Rol\d
For New Mexico, now 14-10
overall and 6-6 in league play, the
defeat ended a bitter road trip
that saw Bob King's cagers drop a
controversial two point defeat at
Arizona and then squander an
early 10 point lead against ASU.
New Mexico came out shooting
and jumped off to a 17-7 lead
with 12:45 left in the first half
when Stovall began to go to work,
During the next five minutes
ASU outscored New Mexico 17-5
to take a 24-22 lead with StovalJ
leading the attack.
UNM refused to fold however
and the Lo bas left for the
intermission with a 39-36 lead,
largely due to the long bombs of
senior Rick Wright and the
all-around play of pivotman

New Mexico's WAC wrestling champions are pictured from left to
right, fl:ont row: Mike Johnson, Glenn Woelk. Second row: Alex
Acosta, Fred Paynter, Dave Goodier, B:ruce Davis, Bill Mayer, Don
Jackson, Mike Liebee. Third row: Coach Ron Jacobsen, Richard
C':-"':iano, Jay DeSome.r, Mike Bq, Bob Kelly, Ray Duran, ErroU
Willmms,, Phil Sanchez, Bob Hawkins, Phil Tafoya, Vincent Lucero,
Coach GJ! Sanchez. Not pictured are heavyweights Milton Seals and
Rick Haury.
Stressing the importance of the
entire team this year instead of
one or two wrestlers, Jacobsen
recently told the Daily Lobo he
was confident of winning a WAC
C:rown but added top
performances were necessary in
every weight class to upset the
favored BYU Cougars.
The Lobos defeated BYU in a

dual meet earlier in the season,
but part of that victory may have
been due to the fact that a large
portion of the Mormon school's
wrestlers were c«;>mpeting in the
Okl11homa Invitational, throwing
off the predictions of many
grappler prognosticators about
Wolfpack chances for a first place
trophy in the WAC,

Darryl Minniefield.
Turning Point
The turning point in the close
contest came with 8:45 remaining
in the game when Minniefield
fouled out for UNM, The Lobos
were within one point (56-55) and
they wcrCl holding theil: own on
the boards.
Following Minniefield's
departure, ASU took control of
the boards and scoreboard to
gr11dually pull away to their final
advantage,
Both coaches agreed the loss of
Minniefield was a key to victory
for the Sun Devils.
Lobo mentor Bob King stated:
"It's a shame to foul a kid like
Minniefield out and let everybody
else shove all they want. Darryl
wasn't playing any rougher than
the people who played the whole
bl\11 game."
ASU Head Coach Wulk
complied with King's remarks:
"Bob (King) has been the victim
of losing Minniefield in three of
the last four games, It sure made a
diffenmce to us, especially on the
boarda."
Cold Shooting
Cold shooting continuc;!d to
plague New Mexico. UNM again
shot less than 40 per cent (36.8%)
from the field with Harold Little
again the victim ot a poor night.
Little hit on only four of 18
attempts from the floor while
leading scorer Mike Faulkner
missed 10 of 15. Tommy Roberts
paced UNM with 13 points.
StovaJI's 35 points for ASU
were backed up by Bill Kennedy
with 18. Stovall hit on 15 of 15
free throws to tie a WAC record
set by Lobo Willie Long last year.
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Lobo Hamburgers Win Revenge Over KUNM
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There was revenge in the air
when the Lobo Hamburgers met
the KUNrvi Circuitbreakers en the
basketball court Friday afternoon.
When the smoke cleared an hour
later the Circuitbreakers were
holding the short end of the stick
as the Hamburgers had a
resounding 28-26 victory,
It was a close game throughout

Repair & .\laimenance
on all foreign cars

<:Joreign Car Specialisfs
833 W\omimr Blvd. :\'E

265·5901

I~rcc

Estimates

the first half apd much of the
second half, with KUNM holding
a slendet 15-14 lead at the
halftime buzzer.
After their brief lead KUNM
did their inevitable nose dive, and
the Hamburgers responded by
hitting the hoop from all over the
court. "Rico" Reichert was high
man, pumping in 12 points,
followed by Wolf "Stuff"
Aguilal''s eight points and two
buckets by Wayne "Kingpin"
Knight.
Also contributing heavily to the
victory were Hamburger athletic
director Mark "Snatch" Sanchez,

TAOS SKI VALLEY TRIPS
$3S lnd11des transportation, lodge
accommodations next to slopes,
Discounts on lifts, rentals and lessons.
leave Albuquerque Friday evening,
return Sunday evening,
For Info Call Bill Winch 282·5405

Sanchez mad!l only two points, a
30-footer over four KUNM
players, but his nine assists were
invaluable, Five of his assists came
when he was removed from the
game to be replaced by either
Chuck "Boom-Boom" Andrews
Roger ''Rush" Ruvolo or Chuck
"Lafitte" Feil. Sanchez was
overjoyed by the victory saying,
"that if we hadn't won thi$ game I
would have resigned as athletic
director." No such luck for the
Hamburgers.
The heads we~e rolling in the
KUNM ranks after the game.
According to Hamburger Spiritual
Advisor Don "God" Burge KUNM
mentor Andy "Putz" Garmezy
fired his co-captain, known only
as "Mitch," Garmezy is notorious
for his transfer of guilt, so this
development came as no big
surprise, Particularly when it took
pface under a table at that
widely - known locker room, Okie
Joe's.
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Free Demonstrations Daily
9:00 AM - 7:30 PM
Newman Center
1815 Las Lomas

Barl~leg ll7gel~off

Po1ver Beading

Jim Hruban

lvicek, Shelley, Hopkins,
Lead Lobo Gymnasts
. I

i

New Mexico .remained
undefeated in WAC gymnastic
competition with a 160.55 to
15 6.15 victory over BYU
Saturday night at Johnson Gym,
Mark Hopkins, one of four
seniors competing in their last
home meet, turned in a brilliant•
performance for Coach Rusty
Mitchell. The senior from
Lovington, N.M. was not even
expected to compete because of a
jammed thumb. However, he won
the long ho:rse with a good 9.3
score, then came back with a 9.1
to grab second on the high bar.
Dana Shelley is still unbeaten in
free exercise competition, The
Colorado native scored 9.45 to
easily outdistance Jim Ivicek who
had a 9.0 for the Lobos.
The free exercise was one of
the few events Ivicek didn't win as
the olympic prospect won three
events, took two seconds, and
won the aU-around with a 53.55
effort.
Ivicek scored 9.4's in both the
h.igh and (:larallel bars, and 9.2 in
the still rings for his three
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The Fabulous

HARLEM
GLOBETROTTERS

•

IIMAGIC/ANS OF BASKETBALL"
Plus The Famous Globetrotter
ADDED ATTRACTI&NS

Sunday, March 19, 7 p.m.-UNM Arena
Reg. Prices 3.50, 4.00, 4.50
pre!sent 1.0. Card to UNM Athletic Office far advance tickets
{General Admi~sion 3.00, day of game only) UNM Studehts $1.00 off all prices

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

$1.50
Monday, Pebruar:Y 28, 1972

Richard Pokorski's two game
total of 7 4 points wa!l the imp~tus
needed to lead the freshmen
basketball team to a pair of road
victories over the weekend. The
Wolfpups crushed the Air Force
Academy freshman 91•77 and
slipped past the Adams State JV
91-88.
Their decisive victory over the
Air Force frosh came Friday night
at Colorado Springs. Leading the
'Pups was Pokorski, who threw in
31 points from the field and line,
and scoopr:i up 13 rebounds.
Pokorski was only one of the four
Wolfpups in double figures. He
was joined b~ ,at King ~ . 22,
Bob Roppert with 21 and nandy
Talbot with 12.
The following day the 'Pups
journeyed to Alamosa, Colo, to
do battle with the Adams State
JV. Pokorski outdid himself this
time, pouring in 43 points, on 15
field goals and 13 more from the
charity stripe. He was followed by
Pat King with 28 points, with the
rest of the squad being held under
double figures.
The two wins up the Wolfpup
record to 9·7, with two games
rernaining.

ONE SHOW ONLY

Spaghetti Dinner
Meatballs or Sausage
Salad and Garlic Bread
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Freshmen Cagers
Get 2 Road Wins

DRINK

<@llAiwfl~

DRINK
NEW MEXICO LOBO

BOOKS

Tonight at

Power Reading . cuts studytime, imj;roves
chances for academic advancement. Power
Reading reduces the time needed for corresjJowlence, study 1'ejJOI'ls, and all school readings.
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victories. In addition to his second
place effo:rt in the free exercise,
he was edged by Hopkins in the
long horse 9.3 to 9.25.
BYU's only victory was in the
side horse where Brian Large
scored 9,15 to defeat senior Jim
Hruban of the Lobos. Hru)jan also
was second on the still .rings, and
he tied for sllcond on the parallel
bars.
The Lobos travel to A.rizona on
March 10 an,d 11 for meets with
Arizona and kizona State,

Weldon Langley was battered for Mernick, Mernick dropped the
15 hits in only six; innings. Despite ball and instead of there being one
allowing 16 :runs, Langley finished out, there w11re no outs and the
the game with a 4,50 earned -run Aggies had the winning run on
average " 13 of the Lobos runs second, Rex Robinson then
were unearned. Aggie relief singled, sending McTeer home
pitcher Crawley was equally with the winning run, UNM outhit
unsuccessful and unlucky,
the Aggies in the game, 8 to 5, but
Danforth Sparks
Manara proved eftective in the
Joe Waid pitched the entire clutch, He struck out seven Lobos
game for UNM, despite being and left nine Lobos stranded on
touched for 15 hits and 16 runs. the bases.
Much of Waid's support came
In the second game of
from two Lobo transfer Saturday's doubleheader, Adair
student$ - Perry Danforth and moved over f;rom firstbase to the
Dennis Mernick. Danforth had pitching mound. He was very
five hits in six trips to the plate effective as he;! limited NMS to
and Mernick was four for six. three hits and one run over six
Both players had three RBI's. in11,ings. Rich Koch saved the
However, the victory was really a game by pitching hitless ball in
team effort as all nine Lobos the final inning, ActuaJly, it could
hardly be called a "save." The
picked up at least one hit.
It was a different story in the Lobos held a 13-1 lead when·
f'rrst game of Saturday's twin bill. Koch took the mound. Danforth,
UNM looked like it had picked up two out of three with four RBI's,
where it left off on Friday, when and Fitzgerald, three out of four
the Lobos took a 2-0 lead on Dan with three RBI's, were the Lobo
Fitzgerald's two•run single in the hitting stars.
f'rrst inning. However, the Aggies
Homers
Homeruns during the series
tied it on Rhett Putman'$ two-run
homer in the bottom half of the · were hit by Adair (1st game) and
opening frame, The next five Fitzgerald (3d game) for the
innings featured UNM's MarzuJlo Lobos, and by Putman {2d game)
against NMS's Moe Manara in a and Frank Diaz • Gonzales (1st
scoreless pitching duel. The Lobos game) for the Aggies. Fitzgerald
also failed to score in the top half was the leading hitter of the series
of the seventh and final inning.
with a 10- for- 14 performance
Costly Error
to go along with his seven runs
Howeve.r, in the bo.ttom half of batted" in. Mernick was 6- for • 10
the seventh, Pat McTeer of NMS and Danforth 8- for- 13 to aid
hit a fly Dl\11 to centerfield the Lobo cause.

The UNM baseball team
outscored New Mexico State
37·13 in a three game series over
the weekend at Las Cruces, but
won only two of the games as the
hitters failed to support pitcher
Arnie Marzullo in the lone Lobo
loss,
The Lobos scored 22 runs on
Friday thanks to 24 hits and 12
Aggie errors. NMS picked up nine
runs, but all of them were after
UNM had built up a commanding
12·0 lead, In the second ga)lle of
Saturday's doubleheader, the
Lobos took full advantage of 12
hits and two Aggie errors to win
big again, 13-1,
However, between these two
lobsided victories, UNM lost a 3-2
decision. Marzullo pitched well,
but the Lobo hitter's production
fell off and A.rnie lost the game on
an unearned run in the bottom of
the seventh (the last inning).
Heavy Hitting
In Friday's season opener,
UNM began hitting and scoring
early and never let up. The Lobos
picked up at least qne run in every
inning excllpt the eighth, and the
Aggies were never in the ball
gam(J. 10 Lobos came to the plate
in the first inning - seven of them
scored. Even with a 17;9 lead
going into the 9th inning, the
Lobos didn't let up. They added
insult to injury by scoring five
more runs in the final frame.
Actually, NMS didn't give Ul\TM
a chance to let up. The Aggies
kept refueling the Lobo rallies
with their numerous errors. NMS's
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Nixon, Chou Reach Accord
for about 9 p.m. EST Monday during prime television time.
Although there was no word from
the traveling White House about a
big welcoming ceremony at
Andrews, it was reported in
Washington that the chiefs of all
diplomatic missions, including
Nationalist China, had been
invited to appear at the air base at
8:30p.m.
Before Nixon's departure, the
Chinese authorized three U.S,
newsmen traveling with the
President, Richard Dudman of the
St. Louis Post - Dispatch, Robert
Boyd of the Knight Newsvapers
and Henry Bradsher of the

(continued from page 1)
Washington Evening Star, to
remain behind for a couple of
days and to leave by way of
Canton in the South.
No Support
Kissinger insisted at his briefing
that there was no "scoreboard to
see who scored how many points
on each issue," but he
acknowledged the communique
disclosed no concessions by Chou
during his five days of talks With
Nixon in Peking, or by
Communist Party Chairman Mao
Tse-Tung during his 25-minute
meeting with the President last
Monday. There was no evidence
that Nbwn and Mao met a second

• • •

time at the Chairman's summer
resort in Hangchow, which the
President visited Saturday.
The President, in the
communique, gave no expression
of support for the Nationalist
regime, although he backed self determination for the people of
Indochina, pledged "close ties
with and support for the Republic
of Korea," and saicl "the United
States places the highest value on
its friendly relations with Japan."
Father Miguel Hidalg() y
Costilla proclaimed the revolt in
181 0 which led to Mexico's
independence from Spain.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Jol.lrnalism Buildin.fl. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuqaerql,le, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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COUPLE NEEDS RJDE TO NEW YORK
after l•'eb. 2U. 266-9357,
3/4
"YOU GET to ball the prettiest boys,
smoke the ~t dop(;l, meet the most farout people." Groupies, Feb, 29, March
1-G, 8, 10 p.m., SUD Theatre $1.00.
2/28
UNCJ,E SAM'S 111 Harval'd, pea coats
from $10 to 18,95, work shirts $3, CPO
ahirm other placc3 $14 alWAYS $10. 2/28
FREE EARS-- FREE TALK- FREE
MINDS. AGORA can listen to your
problems with an open mind and a di:Cferllnt; perspective. If Its n little prob·
lcm 1 perhaps we can help you solve it
rh:ht nway. If its a whopiJer, we can
help YQU over the crisis and suggest
approptiate long term help. AGORA,
NW corner Mesa Vista Hall, 277-3013.
Call or come sec Us. We are available
around the clock.
tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jacketB, belts, wallets, bats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 MO'IIte VIsta NE
(bllhlnd Trlamrle Dar)
t!n

2) LOST&FOUND
FOUND: CONTACT LENSES-In bluC!
case near library call 277·4873.
3/o
FOUND: SLIDE RULE in UNM carnpll!l
patklng lot, Claim in Rrn. 205, Journal.
ism.
3~
FOUND-MAN'S JACKET IN GEOLOGY DUILDlNG. Tues. nitc - Call
2/4
Marvin, 277-4991.
FoUND~ Pair men'a glnssro wlth black
tlmn In black c::lllc near Yale pump
otation, ldt.'Iltlfy at Rm. 20G Journo,llsm.
2/2!.1
A SMALL TERniER PUPPY. 26G·ll38/i
after G p.m.
~
FOUND·~-SET OF 'fOOLS on car,lpll!l.
Identity, Rm. 20G, Joumallam.
2/28
LOST-SANS AND STRIEFF£1SiJ:DE
RULE In M.E. Dullding. Reward 277•
GGG4.
2/2S

FORS.ALE

CANDLES FROM $1, Afganlstan coats
and vests, hand-tooled leather bags
!rom $14 at Uncle Sam's, 111 Harvard.
2/28
.AFRICAN TRADE BEADS. Where else7
2/22
The Bead Shaman.
Ti"rm LEATHERBACK TURTLE ••• your
organic haberdasher bas panta that fl.t
where others leave oft'. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bar).
tfn
~JEW
1971 SINGER SEWING M.A.CHINES equipped to do most anything, $49.96. CMh or Terms, Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
So,n Mateo NE.
tfn
1969 TRIUMPH GT6, l'lus White, tinted
glas3, Michelin Radials, low mileage, like
new, interlor in good condition as is the
engine. Good mileage-22-30 mpg. Will
accept l'ensonable offer. Call K11n at 2436631 at work or 268-9647 at home after
6 pm.
2/29
30 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 265·6987.
6/2
HAND·MADE MJLLEFIORE BEADS
F R 0 M V EN l C E, Donkey beads
!rom Persia. The Dead Shaman.
2/22
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLlES. Student
discount on everything ln store. Darkroom supplies, film, chC!lllicals,. processing. Southern Exposure lTD. 2318 Central, across from Yale l'ark.
tfn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40%-Diamonc.ls and cUstom banda.
Charlie Romero-344-634!1.
4/9
40 ACRES, St!<;~UdeJ, :!li mi. !Ni'm Taoo.
$6,000, Also 10 acre plots, Will provide
transPortation to view land. Call Kim,
265-1938.
2/29
PEKING GLASS BEADS from China,
Abalone nnd coral bends, The Dead
Shaman.
2/22
HAND CARVED Camelbone beads from
India. Renl bone Indian hairplpes. The
Dead Shaman, 401U San Filipe NW, Old
Town, 842-9588, 11 to 8 dally.
2/22
1968 FORD XL-390, good condition, $14GO.
2704 Candelaria NW.
3/l

----

SERVICES

3)

FORRENT

llOtiSE~fATES/COUPLE

UNM AREA.
Private room, bath, entrance, 842·6346.
FEMALE nOOMMATE WANTED to
oharc apt. 2 mile!! !rom campus. 2569806.
3/1
WANTED: Female roommate U> share
Iorge npt. $42 montlllv, utllitillS Jlaid. 2
_mile~ !rnm rnmiluR. Cnll ?.43·0115, 2/28

5}

FORSALE

ffi6

JtEP STATION WAGON-good 6
cyl. engine, new clutt:h, body excellent.
Set up for camping. $600.00. 345·1492.
3/6
ART STUF' hM all ut supplll'1J dl.ti·
counted. 1824 Central.
3/6
PENTAX SPOTMATIC, 2 lenses plus
more. Call Darbara, 842·0528.
3/2
1968 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER. very
R'oocl conc.lltion, runs gre.'\t, $1600, .2!l9·
4904.
3/6
JUST hECEIVED-1972 model solid state
stereo component system, completil with
AM·F.M, F.M-l'ltcrco radfc, 1:terco cMsette
recorder and play(!r complet'.! with micro.
Phone, includes deluxe BSR record
ehnJll:ter for only $24!1.96. Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SAtES 3920 San
Mateo N~. Open seven days a wl!i.!f<. tfn
liAND•MAOF} LEATHER PANTS, Custom. Reailonable price. Experienced, 282&5~4.
2/29
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Mortarboards

Mortarboards will meet Feb. 28
at
Canterbury Chavel. There will
5) FOR SALE
be speakers from the medical
1964 CHEVY. Very clean, $226.QO, Call school on sex: education and
296-2418.
3/1
r.elated topics.
1'ANNt VEL VET dresses br~,tnd new l
Less than ¥.1 price. THE RAG SHOPPE
2123 San Mateo NE ncar Indian Schoof
Road. 10 a.m.-8 p.m. weekdaya, Sat. 106,
2/28
'70 FORD SuperVan, V-8, 3-specd, windows, 6 tires and snow tires, excellent
condition, must sell $2!~00, 25!$-1379. 3/1
1969 SUZUKI· T260. Bxcellent condition.
4,250 miles. $436. 256-7092.
.2/28
6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANT TO TEACH IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA 'l The Oxnard School Dfstt-ict will conduct interviews 0'11 Wednesday, March 1. Elementary tf!achers
interested in a Southern California
coastal district should contact the
l'lncement Office for an appointment.
Openings, kindergarten through 6 and
a few 7th and 8th grades. Seeking an
ethnically bnlanccd professional staff.
3/1
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR S'l'UDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. Americ:a, Africa,
etc. All professions and occupations,
$700 to $3,000 monthly. Expl;lnSell paid,
overtime, sightseeing. Free information
-write, JOBS OVERSEAS, Dept. K!l,
Box 16071. San Die&o, CA 92116. 2/28
HELP WANTED: Flowers make the day
nicer-sell flowers-good pay-268-!1822.
3/1
''JOBS IN ALASKA" avalln.ble now. This
handbook describes summer and career
ovportunltl('!l, t'O\'ers nll fl"'Jrls} qualifit'ntlons, employers. l'lan YOUR adventure I
$3,00, JIA, Dox 1665, Anchorage, !19501.
2/28
SEAMSTRESS TO SEW CURTAINS AND
SLIPCOVERS: Sew in her IIPatetime.
call 266-2616 after 5:00 p.m.
2/28
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
AUstralia, Europe, s. America, Africa,
etc, All pro!essiO'IIs and occupations,
$700 to $3,0GO monthly. Exp(!nece paid,
overtime, shrhtseeing. Free information
-write, JOBS OVERSEAS, Dept. K9,
Dox 15071. San Diego, CA 92115, 2/28

Treasure

To obtain tickets or
information fo~· special events,
contact the ticket office at the
UNM Arena at 277-3725.

Legalize Pot
BATON ROUGE, La. (UPl)Retired U,S. Supreme Cou~·t
Justh:e Tom ClarY. believes
marijuana should be legalized if
further testing shows it to be
harml~ss. Clark said many doctots
he had spol~en to have told .him
marijuana has no dangerous
effects. He said, however, he
thought more testing should be
conducted.

Brazil Supervisors
32 B:t:azilians will arrive in
Albuquerque Mar. 11 for a
12·week coul·se at UNM.
The Brazilians, all of them
experienced teachers, are being
trained as educational supervisors.
The cotirse at UNM is part of a
large~: program by the UNM
college of education for the
Brazilian Ministry of Education. It
is part o~ a four-ph~s7 p~oject
which ~as mcluded ~rammg m. t~e
teac~ter s. home prc:vmces or cttles
and m Rto de Janeu:o.

The last of this year's series of
Audubon Wildlife films, "Treasure ~
of East Africa," will be shown in
Popejoy Hall at UNM March 16 at
7:30p.m.
:Filmed and narrated by Bower
Rudrud, it shows the animals of
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda in
its natural habitat. Scenes include
Monday • February 28.1972
the Rift Valley, Ngorongoro
Southwestern Company; Union
Crater, Amboseli and the
room 231-B; 12 noon - 10 p,m.
Serengeti Plains.
President Heady; Union Lobby;
1!30- 2:30 p,m,
Admission is $1.50 for adults
La Societe due Cinema; Union
and $1 for students with special
theater; 3:30 • 7 • 9 p.m.
rates for scouts.
Town Club; Union room 250-B;

Calling U

6-9:30 p.m.

SCEC

Thomas Chastain from the U.S.
Office of Education will speak at
the meeting of the Student
Council for Exceptional Children,
SCEC, Feb, 29 at 6:15 p.m. in the
Kiva. Students interested in
special education and exceptional
children are invited to come.

Town Club Pledges; Union room
25o-D; 7·9 p.m.
D.R.U.G.; Union room 250-A; 8·10
p.m.

r~ga··
:

S

5

Makers of-Hand Mado
ln~ian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

:,lllllltii.IIUiiiUiluiiiiiiiii.IIIIIIIIIIUIIIC

June 23rd-July 27th - June 15th-Sept. 1
$285.00 round trip ,.
Jet flight with meals, movie, stereo.
Available to student, faculty, alumni, and
staff members (families included).
Information, registration:
UNM Student Activities Office
Academy of International Studies
or
1308 Don Diego
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501

WIRE

FR~MES

(tremendous selection)
Tinted Lenses
Sun Glasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

5tl Wyoming NE

255-8282

~

DEVELOP SPIRITUALLY AS WELL AS
ACAUEMJCALLY. Attend the Chri8tfam
Student Centu, 130 Girard NE. 261i4l.J12.
3/2
WEDDING & PORTRAI'r PHOTOGRAPHY. Andrea West, 282-5894. 212!1
PASSPORT:'""ThfMIGRATION, IDENTIFICATION l>hoto. FMt, inexpensl\'e,
p]eMing. Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or
come to 1717 Glrtu'd Blvd, NE.
l/28
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $36.00 includes
lodging, ttaMl!ortation & dbcounta, 2826406.
3/9

4)

Liberated Man

ALBUQUERQUE-LONDON-ALBUQUERQUE

liOME REl>AlR TELEVISION SERVICE, D8!W, Color, St<tc~. Student
dls~ount. 268·4tl!!9.
3/6
TYPING. Rcnron>~blc Rate. IDM Electric, 98!i9 Salem NE. 2!lll·S349.
3/8
STUDY ES!'EUANTO, thn i~t~rn~~~
lttnr:u:u•.:>, ir. Porlian•l for credit, thb
12-28 July: then nlt<!nd Intcrnntionnl
J~!JPf'rnnw Congress ht!rc 2!1 July to li
August. A unique OPllortunlty to learn
thb bmutirul lMgUnge. In!ol'lllntion ~
Summf'r Sessions, Univeraity of Portland, l>ortland, Ort>gon. 97203.
2/28
WATF.iiDED PUOM.PING - Rcasotlabll.!,
Anytime. Call KclU1, 243-4871 or Brinn,
2Gt'·2185.
2/28
WOMEN: TIIE WOMEN'S CENTER IS
OPEN FOR YOU, There i5 literature,
coffee and counseling. Come by and sro
wbnt'a ha(lpening. lOii!J Mesa Vista, 2773129

Tickets

Sociology Major~
The chairman of the
de,Partment of sociology at ASU
and Masters degree candidate Pete
Little, will be on campus to
recruit minority students in
sociology, Monday~ Feb. 28. They
will meet with all interested
students 11 p.m.-12 p.m. and
1:30-2:30 p.m. in the Native
Americans Studies Center 1812
Las Lomas N.E.

Greta Borgstrom will speak on
lfThe Liberation of Man in
Swed~n" Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. jn the
Kiva, all are invited. Sponsored by
the Women'a Center, 1059 Mesa
Vista. For more information call
277-3129.

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimUill ( $1.40 I per time ron. It ad is to
.run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5e
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
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UniVersity P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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2. Lost & Found
6. Employment
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4. for Rent
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